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Eduardo Cortés (aka BitC3R0) has just released Common Utilities 2.2.7.5 for XOOPS 2.5.7

As every creation of Eduardo, this module is an amazing work! There are too many fantastic
features to mention, but some that are really cool are:

- One-Click Updates
- URL Rewriting
- Form Fields
- Custom Codes
- Configuration System
- in-Line Docs
- Plugins Support

  

   

This module is for the current XOOPS 2.5.7, but the most important news is that Eduardo is 
starting to integrate the visual behavior of Common Utilities to XOOPS 2.6.0 !!! 

Once ported to XOOPS 2.6.0, you can consider it as the "Presentation Layer" for XOOPS 2.6.0!
The plan is to use it as the foundation for all future modules of XOOPS 2.6.0+. Combined with
all the great work done on XOOPS 2.6.0 Core by Richard (Geekwright), and previously by
Nicolas (ForMuss) and Ricardo (Trabis), this will be a XOOPS like never seen before.

So go and check it out on your XOOPS 2.5.7, let us know if you like the direction XOOPS
is heading! 

Download: click here

https://xoops.org/modules/profile/userinfo.php?uid=42066
http://rmcommon.com/en/
http://https://github.com/XOOPS/XoopsCore
https://github.com/bitcero/rmcommon/archive/v2.2.75.zip
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